
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an affiliate marketing manager.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for affiliate marketing manager

Confidently negotiate deals and campaigns with publishers to ensure that
goals are met within an allocated budget
Support the Global markets on their affiliate strategy and provide insights
and best practices to drive traffic and sales ensure the brand elevation within
each market
Keep teams and internal partners informed of breaking industry news, best
practices and new digital trends
Affiliate and/or Loyalty experience
Create a recruitment and retention plan in order to ensure the growth of key
publishers within the Coach Affiliate Program
Build strong relationships with key publishers and identify opportunities
through the development of strategies and tactics that deliver significant
sales results while continuing to enhance and elevate Coachs brand presence
and image
Work cross-functionally and build relationships within the Coach organization
and advise other key areas of the organization on the benefits of leveraging
the affiliate network as part of the overall marketing mix
Monitor competitive and affiliate industry activity in order to identify new
trends, best practices and to ensure Coachs affiliate program is competitive
3-5 years of experience developing and delivering online/digital marketing
strategies in a dynamic, fast-paced environment required
2 - 3 years of hands-on experience in affiliate marketing campaigns and web

Example of Affiliate Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for affiliate marketing manager

Experience in executing campaigns and utilizing multiple social platforms to
build awareness, engage new and existing customers to increase conversions
Highly proficient in the Microsoft Office Suite, including Microsoft Excel
Ability to work consistently under pressure in a fast-paced environment
2-3 years working within the fashion industry and affiliate marketing space
Experience and/or a strong passion for online marketing
A good level of knowledge of MS Office packages, particularly Excel,
Outlook, PowerPoint and Word


